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O. INTRODUCTION 

It is obvious that N elements (jobs, activities, .... ) can be ordered 

in.N! possible ways. However when precedence constraints are introduced, 

indicating that some elements should always precede some other elements, 

the calculation of the number of feasible sequences is no longer straight

forward, as there is no single correspondence between the number of con

straints-and the resulting number of feasible sequences. 

It is, however, often important to know the number of feasible sequences 

corresponding with a set of precedence constrained elements. Many enume

rative methods, which examine each of the feasible sequences and select 

the optimal, would benefit from this knowledge as it offers the possibili

ty to predict the tot!al time ne~ded to examine all sequences. In schedul-
..• 

ing problems, e.g., the number of feasible alternatives might be so small 

that the best strategy is to enumerate them all. On the other hand, there 

may be so many alternatives. that looking for the optimal execution sequen

ce by enumeration takes more time than the execution itself. The number 

of feasible sequences is also a measure of network complexity (ELMAGHRABY 

and HERROELEN [ 5 ] , p. 230). 

In this paper an algorithm is presented which enables the calculation of 

the number of feasible sequences for precedence constrained elements, as 

depicted in a precedence network. After a statement of the problem 

(section 1), a general solution procedure is described in section 2. The 

implementation of this algorithm is given in section 3 and some computa

tional experiences are reported in section 4. 

It is indicated in the last section that the implementation performs 

very well for problems which are not too complex. The algorithm was pri

marily designed for the calculation of the number of feasible condition 

orders in a decision table context in order to predict the time necessary 

to examine each of the sequences and select the optimal (with regard to 



the number of table columns). As the number of elements (conditions) 

is less than 10 (see also VANTHIENEN [ 14 ] ) , the algorithm is fast 

enough to be used in an interactive microcomputer application. 

The author wishes to acknowledge the helpful suggestions of Prof. Dr. 

W. HERROELEN and Prof. Dr. M. VERHELST, who also provided valuable' 

comments on ,!1 draft of this paper. 



1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

1.1. A simple example 

Assuming N elements (jobs, tasks, activities, ••• ), there are N! possible 

sequences in which the N elements can be ordered (see e.g. BERMAN and 

FRYER [ 1 ] ), as long as all elements are independent. 

As an example, with N = 3 the 3! = 6 sequences are(!) 

1 2 3 
1 3 2 
2 1 3 
2 3 l 
3 1 2 
3 2 

Problems arise when precedence constraints haveto be taken into account, 

i.e. when the elements are no longer independent. A precedence constraint 
indic~tes that a certain element x (predecessor) should always precede 

another element y (successor) (notatiC?n x <· y). 

In the presence of precedence constraints, the number of feasible sequences 

(i.e. sequences which satisfy all precedence relations) is smaller than 

the maximal value of N! and depends on the constraints. 

As an example for N = 3 and 1 <· 3, 2 <. 3 only 2 of the 6 possible se

quences are feasible (indicated with c:J ) : 

[ 2 3 I 1 <. 3, 2 <. 3 satisfied 

3 2 L(. 3 satisfied, 2<. 3 not satisfied 

[ 2 3 'I 1 <. 3, 2 <. 3 satisfied 

2 3 2 <. 3 satisfied, 1 < . 3 not satisfied 

3 2 1 <. 3, 2 .(. 3 not satisfied 

3 2 1 <. 3, 2 <. 3 not satisfied 

(1) N! (N factorial)= N. (N-1)! with 0!.= i. 



When calculating the number of feasible sequences, a simple procedure 

would be to generate all possible sequences (see e.g. NIJENHUIS and 

WILF [ 9] ), check the precedence constraints for each of them and count 

the feasible ones. This enumeration, however, would be so overwhelmingly 

time - and memory - consuming that it would hardly be applicable, except 

for very small problems. 

Another approach would be to generate(l) and count all feasible sequences 

only, but this method is rather inefficient when only the number of fea

sible sequences is required and not their nature. 

Moreover, as the number of feasible sequences largely depends on the na-

ture of the precedence constraints, it would be more efficient to use 

this information when calculating the number of sequences. Note also, 

that (except in some special cases, see 2.1) no simple correspondence ex-

ists between the number of precedence constraints and the resulting number 

of'feasible sequences. 

1.2. Representation of precedence constraints 

There are essentially two ways in which the precedence constraints can be 

represented : the precedence network and the precedence matrix. Although 

they both contain the same information, the former is able to present a 

visual interpretation of the problem while the latter offers considerable 

computational advantages. 

When the elements are depicted as nodes and the precedence constraints as 

oriented arcs between two nodes, the resulting graph is called a precedence 

network, ( @-0 indicates x <. y : x should precede y) where each 

node can have multiple predecessors and multiple successors (2) 

(1) A simple recursive algorithm for the generation of all feasible sequen
ces is included in appendix B. 

(2) Note that x {. y does not mean that x and y can not be separated by 
any other elements. Consecutive elements which form a string should be 
combined in one node. 
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As an example, consider fig. I which illustrates a set of N = 4 elements 

with constraints 1 <. 3, 2 <. 3, 2 <. 4 : 

Fig. 1. 

As precedence relations are transitive (i.e. : if x <. y andy .(. z then 

x(. z) every ftode with both incoming and outgoing arcs would create re

dundant implied arcs connecting its predecessors and successors. (fig. 2). 

For reasons of clarity, however, these redundant ares are normally omitted 

and only direct (i.e. no implied) relations are shown (fig. 3). 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

It has been assumed that at least one feasible sequence is present, i.e. 

there are no contradictory constraints. 

If the network contains direct or implied loops, it is infeasible and the 

number of feasible sequences is zero. 

E.g.- if 1(. 2 and 2 <· then t<. 1 :infeasible (fig. 4). 

-if 1~. 2 and 2<· 3 and 3<. 1 then l.(. l: infeasible (fig. 5). 

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
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It has also been assumed that elements are given a number (label) accord

ing to the precedence constraints in order to avoid such confusing con

structs as Y<· x where the number of element y is larger than the number 

of element x. 

Though the proposed algorithm is able to deal with this unusual naming, 

networks as depicted in fig. 6 will not be considered. 

Fig. 6. 

Depending on the nature of the precedence constraints, the corresponding 

network may contain independent (unconstrained) elements and independent 

(parallel) subnetworks. Some special kinds of networks exist, e.g. a 

chain or a tree. Finally, combinations of these structures are often en

coun.tered : parallel chains, forests, series parallel networks, ••• 

(cfr. infra). · 

The precedence matrix [p .. ] is anN x N square matrix of zeroes and ones, 
l.J 

in which (cfr. fig. 7 and 8) 

p •• = 
l.J 

{ 

1' 

o, otherwise 

ifi<.j 

Fig. 7. 

P·. 
]. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 3 

0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Fig. 8. 

4 

0 
I 
0 
0 
0 

5 

0 

0 
I 
0 
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In this matrix each I in row i indicates a successor of element i and 

each 1 in column j indicates a predecessor of element j. 

It is connnon practice to include also implied constraints (e.g. p2 5 ' in fig. 7) in the precedence matrix : if p .. = l and p.k = 1 then 
lJ J 

pik = I(J). This offers the advantage that all (immediate and implied) 

successors (predecessors) of an element are indicated in the corresponding 

row (column) of that element. 

If contradictory constraints are present (direct or implied), any of the 

diagonal elements p .. of the matrix will be I. 
1.1. 

E.g. - 1 <. l 

J~ - l <. 2 and 2 <· p 1 1 = 
' 

- I ( • 2 and 2 <. 3 and 3<. 

As it is assumed that at least one feasible sequence is present (cfr. 1.2.1.) 

no diagonal element sould be 1. 

Diagonal elements are, therefore, often indicated with - instead of 0, or 

are simply omitted. 

As it is also assumed that elements never precede an element with a lower 

number (cfr. 1.2.1.), element labels are assigned such that the lower left 

part of the precedence matrix consists of zeroes and can therefore be de

leted. 

Incorporating these C'Onventions (deletion of the lower left part and the 

diagonal of the matrix} leads to the following al terna'tive notation (fig. 9) 

of the precedence matrix (fig. 8) : 

(I) This can simply be done when entering the constraints see section l.J. 
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1 2 3 l 4 5 p •• 
l.J 

0 I 0 0 I 

I I I 2 

0 0 3 

l 4 

5 

Fig. 9. 

As there is a one-to-one correspondence between the matrix 

and the precedence network, the same special configurations or combi

nations can be distinguished : 

independent elements rows and columns of these elements contain all 

zeroes; 

- independent (parallel) subnetworks : the can be 

vided in distinct submatrices which are unrelated. 

-chain: all N.(~-l) entries of the reduced precedence matrix are 1. 

- tree : successively deleting 

parallel submatrices • 

. . . 
with no predecessors creates 

Given the complete correspondence between the precedence network and the 

matrix, attention will be focused on the visual aspects of the network 

and the computational advantages of the matrix will be postponed until 

the algorithm 1.s presented sufficient detail. 
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2. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The number of feasible sequences can be calculated from the position matrix 

in the same way as the permanent function. Defining the position matrix 

M = [m .• ] as anN x N square matrix (fig. 10) in which 

lJ = {I, if element i is permitted to occupy place j 
m •• 

lJ 0, otherwise 

M = U rJ 
Fig. 10. 

then the permanent function, perm (M), is calculated similar to the deter

minant except with no sign changes (see e.g. NIJENHUIS and WILF [9], 

p. 160). Consequentlyt for N) 3, the permanent function is computed re

cursively as the sum of the permanents of various submatrices, one for 

each element placed ahead in the sequence. 

The permanent funct1on is an upper bound to fue number of feasible sequences 

(ELMAGHRABY and HERROELEN [ 6 ] , p. 32). In order to get an exact count 

of the number of feasible sequences, the position matrix must be modified 

conditionally during the decomposition (as the place of some elements will 

be no longer restricted by the place of the elements which have already been 

put ahead in sequence). 

As, however, the above calculation of the number of feasible sequences re

quites a recursive decomposition and a conditional updating of the position 

matrix, there is no need anymore to pass through the position matrix at all. 

The same operations can easily be performed on the precedence matrix itself. 

Elements permitted to occupy the first place are then simply elements with 

no predecessors (all zeroes in the corresponding column). Therefore, not 

the position matrix, but the (or equivalently the prece• 

dence network) will be used to the number of feasible sequences. 
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For a few simple network structures, the number of feasible sequences is 

immediately known. More complex networks do not normally yield this 

direct solution, but often show a special structure which can be reduced 

rather easily to one or more simple structures. Only when the network 

(or reduced network) does not show a simple or special structure, it is 

decomposed (recursively) into various simultaneous subnetworks, placing 

ahead every element with no predecessors, one at the time, until simple 

or special structures are obtained. 

2.1. Known solutions 

It is obvious that when the network is unconstrained (fig. 11), the number 

of feasible sequences (S) equals the number of permutations (P) 

S = N! ( 1) 

Note also that for only one element the number of sequences equals 1, as 

no constraints are possible. 

If the precedence network forms a single chain (fig. 12) there is only 

one feasible sequence : the order indicated by the chain 

s = 

0 0 
0 

Fig. ll. 

(2) 

Fig. 12. 

If there are only two elements, they are either unconstrained or they 

form a chain, so the number of feasible sequences equals 2! or l(l). 

Similarly, for three elements, only three'new cases need to be distinguished 

(bearing in mind that implied arcs are not shown)(ELMAGHRABY and HERROELEN 

[6J,p.76): 

·'(I) As will be seen in 2.2.1. (special case 3), a network with only 1 con
straint always shows N!/2 sequences. 
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Fig. 13. Fig• 14. Fig. 15. 

Direct computation shows that for three elements the number of arcs (in

cluding redundant arcs here) fully determines the number of feasible sequences 

- 0 arcs 6 sequences (unconstrained) fig. 1 1 • 

- l arc 3 sequences fig. 13. 

- 2 arcs 2 sequences fig. 14, 15. 

- 3 arcs sequence (chain, 1 redundant arc) fig. 12. 

2.2. Special net'tvork structures 

Some classes of networks show a structure which can easily be decomposed 

into parallel or serial subnetworks, for which the number of feasible se

quences can be calculated independently. 

Let (N,R) be anN-node network (fig. 16), with prec.edence relation R, con

sisting of m parallel, unrelated subnetworks (N 1 ,R1), (N2 ,R2
), ••• (Nm,Rm). 

( N ,R) 

Fig. 16. 

The total n~mber of feasible sequences SN for the network (N,R) is then 

given by (ELMAGHRABY and HERROELEN [ 5 l, p. 230). 

m 
s N = =-~~-...----=-::--:- = N ! I TI 

1 

with sN. as short no 
1 

for S 

(N./SN) 
1 • 

(3) 
1 

) 
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As an example, consider the following network 

Fig. 17. 

The network can be divided into 4 subnetworks, ,each of them having a known 

solution (see 2.1) 

Special case 

9! 
3! 3! 2! 
T·T·T 

l! 
T 

= 20,160 feasible sequences 

(independent elements): 

Note that if the network is unconstra.ined,a.ll N. • 1 and, therefore, 
1 

all SN. = 1 (fig. 13). Hence Eq. l is obta.inedo 
l. 

In general, if the network contains K unconstrained elements, then Eq. 3 

becomes : 

(N-K)! 
(N-K)! = N! 

• -N I N I 
K+l' m' 

<s -s -) 
NK+l nm 

N! 
(4) = (N-K)! 



This implies that the independent elements can.be dropped and the total 

number of feasible sequences for the other elements has to be multiplied 

with N.(N-1) ••• (I~-K+l) or, shortly N!/(N-K)! 

Note again, for N = K (unconstrained network), Eq. 4 reduces to Eq. 1 

SN = N! 

Special case 2 (parallel chain) 

A network (N,R) consisting of K parallel chains (N 1 ,R1
) '. (N

2 
,R2) •• o 

(NK'~) has the property that each subnetwork has only one feasible 

schedule : si = 1, i = N1 ••• NK (Eq. 2). 

It is then easy to see that (ELMAGHRABY and HERROELEN [5], p. 230) 

= 

Special case 3 (1 constraint) 

K 
( L: 
k=l 

K 
N.)!/ rr 

1. k=l 
(5) 

If a network (N,R) has only one constraint, it is immediately obvious that 

it consists of N-2 independent elements and a parallel chain of the two 

constrained elements. Therefore (Eq. 4). 

N! SN = ....,...__,.,........,,..,...,......,.. 
(N-(N-2))! 

N! 
= 2 (6) 

As it is computationally rather difficult to detect multiple parallel net ... 

works, only two independent subnetworks are split at the time (fig. 18), 

each of them may then be subdivided again, until all parallel structures 

are detected (fig. 19). 

So if a network. (N,R) consists of 1 networks (N ,R ) and (Nb,R_) a a --b 

(where Nb = N-Na)' the numer of feasible sequences (Eq.3) sim~ly reduces to 
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OD-O(N2,R2) o-o-dNz,Rz) 

g:n 
Fig. 18. Fig. 19. 

SN 
N! = N ! Nb! a 

SN ·s 
a Nb 

N! 
SN 8N-N = N ! • (N-N ) ! a a a a 

= (N ) SN 8N-N (7) N a a a 

Let (N,R) be anN-node network (fig. 20), with precedence relations R, 

consisting of m subnetworks which form a chain (N 1,R1), (N2 ,R
2
), ••• 

(N ,R ), such that all elements of (N.,R.) precede all elements of 
m m 1 1 

(Ni+l' Ri+l). 

Fig. 20. 

(N,R) 
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The total number of feasible sequences SN for the network (N,R) is then 

given by (CON\vAY et al. [ 4 ] , p. 242) : 

... 

Example 

Fig. 21. 

m 
II (8) 

The network can be divided in 5 consecutive networks [11,[2,3,4],[ 5,6], 

[7], [8,9], each of them having a known solution (see 2.1)(!) : 

3! s9 = 1 !. :r. 2!.1!.2! = 12 feasible sequences 

Special case l (chain) 

In a chain every subnetwork has one single element and Eq. 2 found 

SN = l. 1 • • • l = 

Special case 2 (parent elements) 

If K elements bear identical constraints and have precedence over all other 

elements of the network (i.e. they all have N-K successors), then 

(9) 

If there is only 1 parent element (K=l), 

added arbitrarily as SN = SN-I. 

element can be dropped or 

(1) A (sub)network 
as [ enumerat 

SN = 8 (N,R)• 

th 
of labels] 

and cons will shortly be denoted 
Eg. [ J ••• N] = (N,R) and S[ l,,.N] = 
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Special case 2. 1 (tree) 

A tree is a structure in which every element (except the first or parent) 

has exactly 1 (immediate) predecessor. (fig. 22). 

Fig. 22 

Deleting the parent has no influence on the number of sequences (Eq. 9) 

and creates paralles subtrees (forest), to wh,ich the same procedure can 

be applied recursively. The total number of feasible sequences is there

fore (Eq. 7) : 

9 
8[ 1 ••• 1 o 1 = < s) • 8[ 2 ••• 6] • 8[ 7 ••• 1 o 1 

with s[2 ••• 6 ] 
4 

= ( 3) .s [ 3 ••• 5 ] .s [ 6 ] 

with S ] = 2 ! = 2 [3 ••• 5 
s[6 1 = 1 

s 3! = 6. [7 ••• 10]-

which yields 

4 (3).2.1.6 = 6,048 feasible sequences. 
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Special case 3 (terminal elements) 

Similar to the parent elements case, K elements with identical constraints 

and all other N-K elements as predecessors, multiply the number ofse

quences with K! : 

(to) 

One terminal element (having N-1 predecessors) can be dropped or added 

arbitrarily. 

Given the computational complexity of detecting serial networks, they are 

only split if K (one or more) identically constrained elements are success

or or predecessors of all other elements (i.e. they all have the same N-K 

constraints(!). (fig. 23.). 

Fig. 23. 

In that case 

( 11 ) 

If the K elements are parent or terminal nodes, Eq. 11 becomes 

(I) The K elements are to form a set (TONGE [ 12 ] , p.27) 
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Note that for K=l, the corresponding element can simply be deleted from 

the (sub)network. 

The above calculations for serial, parallel or series-parallel structures 

are illustrated with an example (fig. 24) borrowed from ELNAGHRABY and 

HERROELEN [ 6 ] , P•. 84 (node labels have been rearranged for easy notation) 

Fig. 25. 

As node l is a parent (can be dropped), and node 12. am 13 are terminal 

elements (series decomposition), 

s [1 ••• 13] + s [2 ••• 11.] •21 

st,2 •.•• 1 l]now consists of two parallel subnetworks (fig. 26 and 27) 

( 10) s s 8 [2 ••• 111= 6 [2 ••• 7]· [8 ••• 11] 

Fig. 26. Fig. 27. 
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The first subnetwork (fig. 26) shows two parents and a terminal (series) 

element, leaving three elemen~with one constraint, which yields : 

s[ 71 =2!.3.1=3! 
2 ••• 

The second subnetwork (fig. 27) is a serial network, hence the number 

of sequences equals : 

s(s ••• ll 1 = 1.21.1 = 2! 

Totaling, the number of feasible sequences is given by 

10 101 
s [ 1 ••• 1 3 ] = ( 6) • 3 ! • 2 ! • 2 ! = 6f = 5 '040. 

2.3. General solution procedure 

As' already illustrated in the previous example, the number of feasible 

sequences is calculated from the precedence network by detecting special 

solutions and structure~ and by recursively decomposing the network. 
: 

The following solution elements are applied (see 2.1 and 2.2) : 

- if the network has 0 or 1 constraints, the number of feasible sequences 

is N! or N!/2 resp. (Eq. land 6) 

- a chain has only 1 feasible sequence (Eq. 2) 

-a network with 3 elements yields 6,3,2,1 sequences depending upon the 

number of constraints. 

- K independent elements are dropped and the numbero~sequences should be 

multiplied with N!/(N-K)! (Eq. 4). 

- 2 parallel networks (Na,Ra) and (Nb'~) can be treated separately and the 

number of sequences equals the t of the number of sequences of the 

subnetworks multiplied with (~ ) (Eq.7) 
a 
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- K parent elements are dropped and the number of sequences should be 

multiplied with K! (Eq. 9) 

- K terminal elements are dropped and the number of sequences should be 

multiplied with K! (Eq. 10) 

- K elements which divide the network in two serial networks (:l'Ta,Ra)an:l (Nb,~)are 

dropped and the number of sequences equals the product of the number of 

sequences of both subnetworks multiplied with K! (Eq. ll). 

The above procedure is able to calculate the number of feasible sequences 

for small ( ~ 2 constraints or~ 3 elements) or series-parallel networks. 

The remaining problem is to deal with network structures as shown in fig. 

28: the so-called Z structures (TONGE [ 12] p. 28). 

Fig. 28. Fig. 29. 

As this network does not show any of the special structures, the number 

of sequences can not be calculated immediately. It is necessary to choose 

each of the elements with no predecessors (one at the time), calculate the 

number of sequences for each subnetwork and finally add these results in 

order to obtain the number of feasible sequences for the complete network. 

For the network in fig. 28, the two subnetworks are given in fig. 29. 
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Performing these calculatiom for the networks in fig. 29 yields 

31 
S = S + S . = 2 + · = 5 sequences 

[ 1. •• 4 J [2,3,4 J { 1,3,4 J 

Note that this decomposition {fig. 29) fully corresponds to the complete 

enumeration of possible element sequences (cfr. the tree diagram in fig.30): 

2 

Fig. 30. 

2 
3-4 

4-3 

3-4 

4-3 

4 ----l-3 

It is obvious that this so-called normal decomposition is a time-con

suming solution, hence it should be avoided as much as possible, by de

tecting the special network structures. 

If during the normal decomposition of elements with no predecessors, K 

of these elements are found to have the same successor, only 1 of the K de

compositions l.S necessary, and the number'of sequences can simply be mul

tiplied by K, as all K elements are perfectly substitutable. 

K 

= SN-l + K S' - • N-1 (12) 
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Fig. 31. Fig. 32. 

s[ 1=s[ 1+s[ 1 +S[ 1 1 ••• 5 2 ••• 5 1 ,3,4,5 1 ,2,4,5 

= s [ 2 •• ]+ z.s [ 1,3,4,5] 

= 4 + 2.5 

= 14 sequence·s 

The general procedure for calculating the number of feasible sequences 

1s therefore : look if the network has some simple and known solution. 

If not, try to find special struc~ures. If none is found, decompose the 

network for every element with no predecessors and res~rt the procedure 

for each subnetwork(!). 

This procedure is illustrated 1n the next section. 

(1) Given the complex nature of decomposition, the number of spe-
cial structures and number decompositions encountered when cal-
culating the number of feas le is a measure of network 
complexity. 
It is cons e. g. trees and parallel 
chains are less than networks have to be decomposed be-
cause no lel structure is found 
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S [ = S 2 (I 1. •. 16] [2 ••• 14]" 
, 2 elements @ @ ) 

s - 13! 
[2 ••• 14]- • 5 [3 ••• 14]( element ) 

s - (12) 
[3 ••• 14 ]- 10 .s [5,14 J .s [3,4~6 •• 13] decomposition 0 ) 

8 [5,14] 

s - 3! 
[3,4,6]- (s network 

s [9 ••• 13 r= s [ 10 •• 13 1+ z.s [9~~~ .131 

sr .::.s +S 9,11. •• 13 ]- [ 11. .13] [9,12,13] 

S [ - 2 (s 11 ••• 13 J- n.etwork 

S [ 9, 1 2, 1 Jl = 3 ( s le twork 

) 

) 

decomposition {J) @ ) 

decomposition {2) @ @ ) 

elements @ @ ) 

decomposition 0 @ ) 

) 

) 
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3. 

a recurs (1) al-

ts 

sec 4. 

Not all de , but 

the level structure 

thm PASCAL, trans to 

very s 

The algorithm proceeds as follows 

the 

neces 

program the 

are added(Z). 

le, 

sequences is 

elements 

order to 

1' it first to 

cons network, that recurs 

tworks are 

network read and 

of feasib sequences for the 

NUMBER. 

to NUMBER are 

the 

i the 

an unneees 

as many elements as poss le the 

is only if at least two sub-
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«no. of of eilii'llllii'ntlfll - liD I 
OTHERI.IJII 

IF no. of li!!®~!l!l'ltlil • 3 
THEN no. of IUUilUillll"lll::lill!l :"" 2 . 
ElSE FOR ~11 ~~~~~nta 00 

9i~IN If uncon~tr•in•d ~~~-~nt 
Tlft:N I~CIN fl"'lllllil' llllvll!llll 1 .. 

drop ~e!llllllllllllnf. 
I:NI:h 
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othllllf'li! · If ~Dillll!l ell!lllllllil'ntl!l ~r• fallo~ll!d 
iH!N BlClN fr1111a l1111v1111le :a fr11111111 

drop lhllllli!llll 111111111••nl~ 
no. of lhlllllllli! ml•••nte is 

oG.f;l~~tr~~& 
no. of Lhllll&llll lll!lli!ollllntl!l !5 

END 
UNTil no •ore &IWillllllnl~ have blilllil'l'l drcppllil'df 
IF nc. of •l•eantm with no prllil'dllil'ell!8li!Cf'l!l ) 1 

fHEN IF ~Oilllllil' lllllllllllllllllntl!l lhllil' ecllllpllllllllll nllil'tMar' 
THEN (d!vidllil' l!IU~l!lllll\!!1) 

nc. cf ~-qu~nc~• 1• no. or L~•~• el~aent~ 
illl nulllllberh:onatreint.~~t. n~~t. 

l'lllt. 
of th••• •l••~nte» 

of the~~te el•aanL•» 
rrul!ll t.h• athi'U'III 

nD. of •161!1lll!nt~.~ni•III'PIII'i11dl~nit 
!t~di!l.jUIII'Idltn\ * nueber~ccnetr~lnt~~t.oth•r ~le•en\Gt 

ElSE If nu. uf aleBenta • 4 (l 111Lructuro» 
THEN nu. cf ' .. S 
ELSE tdeco~cll!e n111tuur~ f@r 11111 ele•enlll! without 

FOR untrl!latl!ld eie8ent •lth no predii!CI!III!II!Orll! 
ne. ll!ll!quence& •• no. at ~~~~quence111 +no. at 

• nulilbllllr h:onllltr~ttnts. no. 
I'IU~b~~tr :« 1'10 Ot ~~qU~ft~-5 ~ fr~'ll' l~v~!~ 

I:I'Uh Cnull>lb!ltr) 

BEGIH fs~~tqu~~tnc~~t) 
IUlllll:l «no. or lilll!lmtmtillPI 
!>WillE Ull'l!lll.r·ili.l.nf.!ll ltl"~ 111nter'll'd 00 

eECIH READ Cl!lltt~ent ~ illhould 
IECU. ho:ld illllplhd 

" ~nd pr~~td!il~lil~~t~orill 

!ll!hmd d prll'~~: I!! dill' i '·•11!11 r 
illlilqUI!II'III:~~ :a 0 (ii~Ul~~lill 

EUUi 
"nnr f • 

FNO. f"'~'fltlliVI'- ~) 

: "' V!WIIf»i!lllf" I pron:l!l'dltnll:il I:OI'lllltl'l!lil'lt.'!l, fUll. of 1!1111111111111llll) I 
or lll•~~«i"lllfl!:lfll' t 

eleeent uith eu~~••••r1 
Ui\h II!UCCI!IIIIII!Dr~~ 
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The algori therefore, consists of two parts 

- Drop elements if possible 

- Decompose the network in (at least two) subnetworks if necessary. 

If less than 2 constraints or less than 4 elements remain or if the net

work is decomposed the algorithm has reached an end. 

Part I dropping elements 

- Networks with 0 or i constraints 

offer an immediate solution (Eq. 

the matrix contains 

(Eq. 2). 

(including networks with l or 2 elements), 

1 '6) 
N. (N-1) 

2 ones, all form a chain 

Networks with 3 elements, not having O, or 3 constraints, must have 2 

constraints and, hence, 2 sequences (see 2.1) 

- Unconstrained elements and terminal elements are dropped after the ap

propriate multiplication(!) of the number of sequences (Eq. 4, 10). 

- Parent elements (being predecessors of all other elements) would call for 

a recursive decomposition, but as all decompositions are similar, only 

one of them would be executed (Eq. 9), yielding a one parent case. If 

there one , the corresponding element can dropped imme-
diately. 

Note that dropping an element (e.g. a parent) could make other elements 

ready for deletion (e.g. the new parent). As those elements might have 

b . d (Z) . . h . . . een exam1ne , 1t 1s necessary to repeat t e exam1nat1on unt1l 

no more ~elements have been dropped. 

Part II Recursive decomposition 

If no single so 

cessors can be 

was found and at least two elements without prede

the network has to be decomposed. 

(I) Note that mul 1 can be performed after the number of 
Sequences is calculated. 

(2) Note that e need not be 
the cons 
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- f st a check is for networks: e th all 

other elemen as predecessors or successors create two serial subn.et-

works, can be treated ly (Eq. 11). 

1 subnetworks are harder to detect(!) : an e (with no pre-

with no 

- If no 

from all other elements (with n.o predecessors) 

the successors of that (immediate or 

successors of that element. Note only one element 

sors can be 

to Eq. 7. 

or parallel decomposi 

s way. The number of schedules 

was poss le, normal decr.>mpos 

are executed, one for each class of (Eq. 12), unless 

case 5 sequences are feasible the ne tv10rk 

(fig. 29)(Z). 

3.3. 

4 elements, in 

Implementation. of algorithm is done us the 

But as an. element impl a row and column dele-

from the elements are not deleted but marked (with a negative 

number) a vector to also keeps track of the number 

of ones every 

This leave the precedence matrix unchanged. It is, however, 

clear that it not be very 

90 % 

matrix is ly cleaned up, 

(l) teet 1 
successor 

struct, 
(2) Explicit 

prob can structures. 
(3) Some educated that 

matrix th more 10 elements 
20 % of its elements marked. 

to work th a precedence 

ted rows and the 

deleting all rows and columns(J). 

it 
enters 

the 
PASCAL set con

number 
cases the 

to do 
the func on 

a 
th at least 



( ) 

Most of the 

sets. 

maJor acce 

Finally, 

recurs 

5 

quences, 

4. 

The above 

ces in ac 

the terature. 
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t and lel sub-

of these tee s cons tute a 

of more z structures, thout the need 

th a L: structure 

) . 

thm for the 

networks has been appl 

ld 16 feas 

(e.g. a 

se-

2 
sequences 

of the number of feas le sequen-

to a few networks frond in 

In table I the 1 t of networks is (the networks are ted 

A 

tten 

Vers 

computer. CPU 

the are sp 

, f • A. l -

PASCAL for the non-op 

run thout exe tests) 

immediately 
(I) 

table II 

PASCAL 8000, 

IBM 

and ter 
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TABLE. I Broblems 

Network No. of e Total no. of cons Source 

4 E 

' 2 5 5 Reeve p. 76 
3 7 19 Reeve P. 74 
4 7 1 84 
5 8 14 

6 9 p. 9 
7 j ] 42 p. 36 
8 1 I 

' p. 5 
9 4 and 

64 
JO 19 8 J ' p. 153 
ll 21 149 [ I 1 ] ' p. 70 
12 429 8 ] p. 159 
13 48 735 1 " ~ PQ 163 
14 70 1435 ] , . 1'73 

TABLE II Results 

Network of se- CPU time 
cons 

1 4 l 12 <0 sees. 
2 5 s 12 < 0.001 sees. 
3 7 19 4 < o-.oc 1 sees. 
4 7 16 10 <0 sees. 
5 8 14 140 < 0.001 sees. 
6 9 30 24 < 0.001 sees. 
7 ll 97 sees. 
8 l 0 sees. 
9 3 0 sees. 

10 19 82 0 sees. 
I l l o. 318 sees. 
12 
13 735 65 J 4 sees. 
14 70 1435 (*) 

(*) These networks could not be were~ 

cance before comp 
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From these times, it is that the algorithm performs very 

wellfor networks which are not too complex. networks containing 

few series parallel or other special structures, and, , requiring 

many normal to solve. Further improvement of 

the 3 3, efficien-

cy for 
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APPENDIX A Problem examples 

Fig. A.l.: 4 Element Problem 

p:. A.3 ., Problem 
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A •: Roo Tree 

E 
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• A.7. J 1 Element Problem 

Fig. A.8. I J Element Problem 
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Fig. A.IO. 19 Element Problem 

A 1. 21 Element Problem 
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N . 
< 





Fig. A.14 70 Element Problem 

w ...._. 
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APPENDIX B of all feasible sequences 

A very s and rather perform.ing algorithm is to take each of the 

elements predecessors, one at the , and restart the 

thm (recurs precedence network thout the glven e 

only l (the ) element remains(l). to the 

traversal of the tree of feas sequences. 

, e ,g. the 

p 84). 

Recurs app 

as i 

If a (sub)network has 

e could s 

number 

call, but s 

(2) 
Elements 

the 

ply 

( l) 

(2) 
case. 

7 e • B. 1 • ve 1 I ] , 

, B. I • 

of the algorithm generates all 10 feasible sequences 

• B. 2. 

one 

be deleted 

(element 

the 

no predecessors). 

restarted th 

This would save the overhead of a recurs 

the enumeration procedure. 

thm can be done using the ma-

are then easi detected because 

1 zeroes. an s 

its row and 

thm for ca.l~ 

lS leva.nt 





B. 
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